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In this paper, to fit the multi-scale perturbations, the single-parameter Lie transform
perturbation theory given in [Ann Phys, 151 1 (1983)] is generalized to a multi-
parameter case, which provides a formal solution of the new Lagrangian differential
1-form transformed from the old one. In the new method, the generators and their
orders are appropriately chosen under the purpose of reducing the fast variables from
the new Lagrangian differential 1-form order by order. As for the application, this
multi-parameter Lie transform method is applied to deriving the gyrokinetic model
with the presentation of low-frequency electrostatic perturbations. Compared with
the conventional model, the Finite Larmor Radius terms in the Lagrangian 1-form
of the new model are perfectly cancelled, without using any gauge function.
a)Electronic mail: zshuangxi@gmail.com
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I. INTRODUCTION
The perturbations exist commonly in the classical mechanical systems, e.g., the planet’s
elliptical orbit surrounding the star is perturbed by the weak gravitational force generated
by other neighboring planets3,27; the guiding-center orbit of charged particles moving in the
strong magnetic field suffers the perturbation of the gyromotion as well as electromagnetic
perturbations5,18,28. When perturbations exist, the simple structures or the symmetries of
the original system in the old coordinates, i.e, the pair of action and angle, are broken that
for some cases, it becomes hard to solve the system in the old coordinates. A theoretical
method to overcome the difficulty in the old coordinate frame is to find a new coordinate
frame through a coordinate transform. In the new coordinate frame, the fast variables are
reduced from the whole system up to some order of the parameters3,22. Then, the simple
structure or the symmetries may be recovered in the new coordinate systems.
For the canonical systems, the generating function method for the coordinate transform is
widely adopted. This method is based on Hamilton-Jacobi equations1,3,24. Another approach
for the canonical system is to carry out Lie transform over the equations of motion11,20.
There is a third transform method, which imposes a pullback transform on the Lagrangian
differential 1-form. This method was firstly introduced by Littlejohn and Cary9,23 and is
widely adopted in the research of gyrokinetic theory5–8,15–17,21,25,26,29–34. The focus of this
paper is on this method. In the original literature9, this method is specially designed for
noncanonical systems.
As it’s well-known, implementing the extremal principle to the action as the integral of
the Lagrangian over the time could lead to the equations of motion. If fast variables are
reduced from the dynamical system, new equations of motion can be derived immune from
the fast variables. The purpose of the application of Lie transform perturbation theory
(LTPT) to the Lagrangian differential 1-form in terms of perturbations, is to obtain a new
1-form with the fast variables reduced from the dynamical system up to some order. Just
as the derivation in Ref.(9) shows, after expanding the formal formula of the new 1-form by
the order of the small parameter, the terms depending on the fast variables are cancelled at
each order of the new 1-form by the properly choosing generators. Therefore, one important
step is to obtain the formal formula of the new 1-form defined on the new coordinate frame.
In Ref.(9), the single-parameter LTPT is generalized to the high order situation with the
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perturbive differential 1-form in the old coordinate frame expressed by the formula γ = γ0+
εγ1+ ε
2γ2+ · · · . The formula of the new one in the new coordinate frame transformed from
the old one is given as Γ = Tn · · ·T2T1γ(Z) + dS with Ti = exp (−ε
iLgi). The operator Lgi
will be illustrated in Sec.(II). However, for some physical problems, the perturbation included
by the Lagrangian 1-form is much more complex that a sequence of ordering parameter, like
(ε, ε2, · · · ), is not enough. For example, in the magnetized plasma system, there exists in fact
multiple scales contained by the perturbations2,4,10,12–14, each of which may be characterized
by a different parameter. The first one in the magnetized plasma is the Larmor radius,
which is much smaller than the spatial characteristic length of the equilibrium magnetic field.
The second is the electrostatic and electromagnetic perturbations, the amplitudes of which
may be different from each other. The quantities of spatial gradient length and oscillating
frequency of the perturbations usually can’t be treated as of order O(1). Although there
may exist a physical mechanism to associate those quantities with each other, we actually
don’t know how each parameter depends on others before we eventually obtain their values
or formulas to quantitatively give the relation between them. Based on these facts, it may
be more useful to treat each parameter as an independent one from others. If so, the
perturbation theory applied to those problems and depending on multiple parameters needs
also to be generalized to include multiple parameters.
This paper is dedicated to developing a Lie transform method including multiple pertur-
bative parameters, which is specially applied to the pullback transform of the differential
1-form for the reduction the fast variables from the dynamical system. The whole scheme
begins with generalizing the single-parameter LTPT9 to the kind including multiple pa-
rameters with the new 1-form given by an analytical formula [exp(−En · Lg)γ](Z), where
En ≡ (ε1, · · · , εn) is the parameter vector and g = (g1, · · · , gn) is the generator vector, and
Z is the new coordinate. The limitation of the formal formula is that all the parameters
in En are independent of each other, which is not practical for realistic application. To
overcome this defect, we formally relax the limitation over the parameter sequence, so that
all parameters needn’t to be independent of each other as described in Subsec.(IVA). This
relaxation of the limitation on the parameters has special superiority that the parameters
can be freely chosen to satisfy the cancellation operation for the new 1-form explained in
Subsec.(IVB). In fact, for the complex perturbations, such as those in magnetized plasmas
as explained before, several perturbative scales coexist, so that we usually can’t determine
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what perturbative parameter should be introduced to the formal formula of new 1-form
before carrying out the cancelling procedure. This is different from the single parameter
theory9 as explained before. All the parameters and generators in the new method are de-
termined during the cancellation process, as explained by the example given in Sec.(V) to
reduce the gyrophase from the motion equations of charged particles in magnetized plasmas.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Sec.(II), several rules of Lie derivative
and pullback transform of differential forms are introduced. In Sec.(III), a multi-parameter
LTPT is derived by extending the single-parameter LTPT. In Sec.(IV), the multi-parameter
LTPT given in Sec.(III) is generalized to a new one by relaxing the limitation over the
parameter sequence of the formula of the new 1-form. The way of application and how
to derive the coordinate transform are also introduced. As an example of the application,
the new electrostatic gyrokinetic model is derived using the multi-parameter Lie transform
method in Sec.(V).
II. A SIMPLE INTRODUCTION TO SOME RULES OF LIE DERIVATIVE
AND PULLBACK TRANSFORM OF THE DIFFERENTIAL 1-FORM
This paper utilizes several rules of Lie derivative and pullback transform of the differential
1-form, which are introduced in this section. To illustrate the linear property of Lie derivative
and pullback transform of differential 1-forms, it should be emphasized that, the repeated
indexes don’t mean the summation of all indexes in this section. However, the Einstein sum-
mation rule will be adopted in the remaining sections. For a vector fieldG = (g1, g2, · · · , gp)
with the basis ei =
∂
∂yi
, i ∈ {1, · · · , p}, and differential 1-form γ =
p∑
k=1
γk (y) dy
k defined on
a p-dimensional manifold y with its coordinate frame also recorded as y, the Lie derivative
of a single gi = gi ∂
∂yi
acting upon γ is
Lgi
(
p∑
k=1
γk (y) dy
k
)
=
p∑
k=1
[
gi (∂iγk − ∂kγi) dy
k +
∂
∂yk
(
giγi
)
dyk
]
, (1)
where repeated indexes don’t denote summation. γk is called the kth component of γ
throughout this paper. It should be noticed that the Lie derivative of the differential 1-form
in Eq.(1) generates a full differential term as the last term on R.H.S of Eq.(1). This term
doesn’t contribute to the dynamics determined by the Lagrangian. This property will be
used repeatedly in this paper.
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It’s easy to check the following properties of the Lie derivative of the differential 1-form
Lgi+gj
(
γk (y) dy
k
)
=
(
Lgi + Lgj
) (
γk (y) dy
k
)
. (2)
The Lie derivative of the external or full differential term is
Lgi (dγ) = d
(
Lgiγ
)
, (3)
which shows that the Lie derivative of a full differential term is still a full differential term.
This property will be applied repeatedly in this paper.
As for the pullback transform, it’s first assumed that φ is a coordinate transformation de-
fined as φ : Y → y , whereY is also a p-dimensional manifold. γ (y, ε) =
∑
h≥0
εh
p∑
k=1
γhk (y)dy
k
is a differential 1-form defined on y with ε a small parameter, where the subscripts h,k de-
notes the order and the kth component of the 1-form, respectively. vi is a tangent vector
defined on Y with i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , p}. Here, vi is chosen to be vi = ∂/∂Yi. φ induces a
pullback transformation φ∗ of γ written as Γ = φ∗γ defined on Y. By using the standard
mathematical terminology, the pullback transform of γ is defined as
(φ∗γ(y, ε))|Y
(
∂
∂Y i
)
= γ(y, ε)|y
(
dφ
(
∂
∂Y i
)∣∣∣∣
y
)
, (4)
based on the contraction rule between the tangent vector and the cotangent vector3,24. φ∗
satisfies the following linear property
φ∗
(
γhkdy
k + γljdy
j
)
= φ∗
(
γhkdy
k
)
+ φ∗
(
γljdy
j
)
, (5)
which will be used later in deriving the analytical formula of the new 1-form. The for-
mula dφ
(
∂
∂Y i
)
is a pushforward transformation of ∂/∂Y i with the definition dφ
(
∂
∂Y i
)
≡
p∑
k=1
∂φk(Y)
∂Y i
∂
∂yk
. Substituting the pushforward transformation to Eq.(4) and adopting the con-
traction rule, the ith component of new 1-form transformed from εh
p∑
k=1
γhk (y)dy
k is
εhΓhi(Y, ε) = ε
h
p∑
k=1
γhk(φ(Y))
∂φk (Y)
∂Y i
. (6)
III. THE MULTI-PARAMETER LTPT STARTED FROM A GROUP OF
AUTONOMOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
This kind of multi-parameter LTPT is a direct generalization of the single-parameter
LTPT, which begins with a group of autonomous differential equations describing the new
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coordinate as functions changing along a group of single-parameter vector fields denoted by
those infinitesimal generators. The coordinate transform between old and new coordinate
frame can be solved from these differential equations given the value of parameter denoting
the amplitude of perturbation. The superiority of such differential equations is that they can
lead to an analytical solution of the pullback-transform equation for the differential 1-form.
But its defect is that the analytical formula of the new 1-form has a restricted structure of
the parameter sequence, which needs additional generalization.
A. Cary and Littlejohn’s single-parameter LTPT
Cary and Littlejohn’s single-parameter LTPT with a group of autonomous differential
equations is first introduced concisely. z and Z represent old and new coordinate, respec-
tively. The dimension is p. ε is the parameter representing the amplitude of the perturba-
tions, and it’s treated as an independent variable in the differential equations. Z is a function
of z and ε, and it’s also recorded as Zf (z, ε) in Ref.(9), where the coordinate transform is
designed to be given by a group of autonomous differential equations
dZ if
dε
(z, ε) = gi (Z) , (7)
dz
dε
= 0, (8)
for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , p}. All of the gis are normalized. The symbol “d” in Eq.(8) denotes
the full derivative and Eq.(8) shows that z is independent of ε. Given the initial condition
Z = z at ε = 0, Eqs.(7,8) provide the solution of Z(z, ε). When ε takes the value of the
amplitude of the perturbation, Z(z, ε) gives the new coordinate formally, while the generators
gi(Z) serving as the flow fields. Given the coordinate transform between z and Z derived
from Eqs.(7,8), the next step of Cary and Littlejohn’s LTPT is to derive the new 1-form
transformed from the old one.
z can also be written as z ≡ Zb(Z, ε), that is, z is a function of Z and ε. We symbolically
write the coordinate transform as ψ : Z ≡ Zf (z, ε) → z ≡ Zb (Z, ε). It would be useful
to note here that the subscripts “b” and “f” denote “backward” and “forward”. Eq.(8) is
rewritten as
∂Z ib
∂ε
+
dZk
dε
dZ ib
dZk
= 0. (9)
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Substituting Eq.(7) into Eq.(9), the following equation is derived
∂Z ib
∂ε
(Z, ε) = −gk (Z)
∂Z ib
∂Zk
(Z, ε) , (10)
where Einstein summation rule over k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , p} is adopted and will be adopted
throughout the remaining paper. The solution of Eq.(10) is
Zb (Z, ε) = exp
(
−εgk (Z) ∂Zk
)
Z. (11)
It’s easy to check this solution.
The pullback transform induced by ψ is written as ψ∗. For a differential 1-form γ0(z) ≡
γ0(Zb(Z, ε)) defined on old coordinate without explicitly dependence on ε, Γ0 ≡ ψ
∗(γ0(z))
gives the new differential 1-form in new coordinate frame based on Eq.(6), with the ith
component being
Γ0i (Z, ε) =
∂Zkb
∂Z i
(Z, ε) γ0k (Zb (Z, ε)) . (12)
Just as in the derivation given in Ref.(9), the analytical solution of Eq.(12) can be derived
as
Γ0i = [exp (εLg) γ0]i (Z) + ∂S(Z)/∂Z
i, (13)
with
(Lgγ0)j(Z) = g
i(Z) (∂iγ0j − ∂jγ0i) (Z) . (14)
The detailed derivation procedure is skipped here and can be found in Ref.(9). If the 1-form
in the old coordinate system z depends on the same parameter ε, it can be expanded as
γ(z, ε) = εhγh (z). (15)
According to the linear property of ψ∗ explained by Eq.(5), the new 1-form Γ ≡ ψ∗ (γ(z, ε))
can be written as the sum of the following components
Γhi (Z, ε) = ε
h∂Z
k
b
∂Z i
(Z, ε) (γhk(Zb(Z, ε))) (16)
with Γhi denoting the ith component of the new 1-form transformed from the O(ε
h) part of
the old 1-form. According to Eqs.(12,13), for each γh(z), the solution is
Γhi = [exp (−εLg) γh]i (Z) + ∂S/∂Z
i. (17)
Therefore, the full Γ is
Γ = εhΓh. (18)
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So far, we have shown the formal derivation of the single-parameter LTPT. Given the
coordinate transform derived from a group of single-parameter autonomous differential equa-
tions, the analytical formula of a new 1-form given by Eq.(18) is derived for any differential
1-form defined on the old coordinate frame. But it should be remembered that all of gis are
formally given. They need to be solved based on additional requirements. We next extend
this method to a multi-parameter case.
B. Extending the single-parameter case to a multi-parameter case
Real physical systems such as the magnetized plasmas may suffer the multi-parameter
perturbations, which make it necessary to generalize the method in Sec.(IIIA) to a multi-
parameter case.
We consider a system which includes n independent parameters contained by the ba-
sic parameter set En = {ε1, · · · , εn}. These parameters form a basic parameter vec-
tor En = (ε1, · · · , εn). The associated vector of the generator field is recorded as g =
(g1, g2, · · · , gn). Each gj associated with the parameter εj with j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} has p
components (g1j , · · · , g
p
j ) corresponding to the p dimensions of the coordinate frame. Then,
the new coordinate system Z can be written as a function like Z = Zf (z, En). Similar to
Eq.(7), the group of differential equations are
dZ if(z, En)
dεj
= gij(Z), (19)
for i ∈ {1, · · · , p}, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. And Eq.(8) still stands.
It must be emphasized here that the parameters in En are independent from each other.
For example, En doesn’t include an integer power ε
k
j for εj , neither includes any product
between different parameters like ε1ε2 for ε1 and ε2. Since if they are not independent of
each other, it will be proven in Sec.(IIIC) that we can’t get an analytical solution of the
new 1-form similar to Eq.(17).
Similar to Eq.(10), the group of differential equations for Zb(Z, En) are derived as
∂Z ib
∂εj
(Z, En) = −g
k
j (Z)
∂Z ib
∂Zk
(Z, En) , (20)
for each i and j.
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For a differential 1-form γ(z, En), the new 1-formula transformed from γ induced by the
coordinate transform is
Γi (Z, En) =
∂Zkb
∂Z i
(Z, En) γk (Zb (Z, En) , En) , (21)
for i, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , p}. γk denotes the kth component of γ. Next, we will solve Zb (Z, En)
and Γ (Z, En) based on Eq.(20) and (21), respectively.
1. Solving Zb (Z, En)
For the single-parameter case, it is easy to check that the solution of Eq.(10) is given
by Eq.(11). However, for the multi-parameter case, it’s easy to check that the solution is
not like z = exp
(
−En · g
k∂k
)
Z anymore, where g means the vector (g1, g2, · · · , gn), and
an analytical solution is hard to get. On the contrary, the solution is solved order by order
based on expanding the original equations given by Eq.(20).
To solve equations given by Eq.(20), Z ib(Z, En) is firstly expanded as
Z ib(Z, En) = ε
m1
1 · · · ε
mn
n Z
i
b,m1···mn
(Z) (22)
with mj ≥ 0 for j ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Z
i
b,0···0 (Z, En) = Z
i holds. Substituting Eq.(22) back
to Eq.(20), Z ib,m1···mn (Z) can be solved order by order. The zero order equation gives the
solution for Z ib,0···mj=1···0 (Z) as
Z ib,0···(mj=1)···0 (Z) = −g
i
j , (23)
where only one mj equals 1 and others equal zero. The higher order terms can be solved in
the same procedure.
2. Solving Γ (Z, En) with γ(z) independent of all parameters
Just as the single parameter case given in Sec.(IIIA), for the case of multiple parameters,
by applying ∂/∂εj , j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} on both sides of Eq.(21), the result can be rearranged
to be
∂Γi
∂εj
(Z, En) = −g
k
j (Z)
[
∂Γi
∂Zk
(Z, En)−
∂Γk
∂Z i
(Z, En)
]
−
∂
∂Z i
[
gkj (Z) Γk (Z, En)
]
, (24)
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for i ∈ {1, · · · , p}, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Γi represents the ith component of the differential 1-form
on the new coordinates. Eq.(24) can be simply and symbolically written as
∂Γi
∂εj
= −LgjΓi − d (gj · Γ) . (25)
With Eq.(25), the following formula for the ith component can be derived
∂m1
∂εm1p1
· · ·
∂mk
∂εmkpk
Γi(Z, En) =
(
−Lgp1
)m1
· · ·
(
−Lgpk
)mk
Γi(Z, En)−
∂S
∂Z i
, (26)
with mj ≥ 0 and k ≥ 0, and εpj ∈ {ε1, · · · , εn} for j ∈ {1, · · · , k}. In Eq.(26), neighboring
εpjs are different. Eq.(26) shows that the position of the partial derivative for different εpjs is
not commutative or the partial derivatives are non-Abelian. Therefore, the Taylor expansion
of Γi is
Γi (Z, En) =
∑
k≥0
1
(m1 + · · ·+mk)!
∑
P (εp1 ,··· ,εpk )
 εm1p1 · · · εmkpk
× ∂
m1
∂ε
m1
p1
· · · ∂
mk
∂ε
mk
pk
γ

i
(Z, En )|En={0,··· ,0}
+
∂S (Z)
∂Z i
, (27)
where symbol
∑
P (εp1 ,εp2 ,··· ,εpk )
means summation of all permutations of
(
εm1p1 , ε
m2
p2
, · · · , εmkpk
)
in
the partial derivative. Based on the fact that Γ(Z, En) = γ(Z) when En = {0, · · · , 0}, the
limit of En = {0, · · · , 0} at both sides of Eq.(26) can be taken. By substituting the result
back into Eq.(27), it’s derived that
Γi (Z, En)
=
∑
k≥0
1
(m1 + · · ·+mk)!
∑
P (εp1 ,··· ,εpk )
 (−1)m1+···+mkεm1p1 · · · εmkpk
×Lm1gp1 · · ·L
mk
gpk
γ

i
(Z, En )|En=0
+
∂S (Z)
∂Z i
(28)
which can be written compactly as
Γi (Z, En) = [exp (−En · Lg) γ]i(Z) +
∂S(Z)
∂Z i
, (29)
with the inner product En · Lg ≡
n∑
j=1
εjLgj .
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3. Solving Γ (Z, En) with γ(z, En) depending on En in the old coordinate
system
For the case that γ(z, En) explicitly depends on En, the general form of γ(z, En) can be
written as
γ(z, En) = ε
m1
1 · · · ε
mn
n γm1···mn(z), (30)
where γm1···mn (z) is normalized and mj ≥ 0 for j ∈ {1, · · · , n} . Just as the single pa-
rameter case, the total new 1-form are the summation of εm11 · · · ε
mn
n Γm1···mn(Z, En) with
Γm1···mn(Z, En) transformed from each γm1···mn(z), specifically,
Γm1···mn (Z, En) = [exp (−En · Lg) γm1···mn ](Z) + dSm1···mn(Z), (31)
Γ = εm11 · · · ε
mn
n Γm1···mn (Z, En) . (32)
C. Eq.(29) requires all parameters independent of each other
To derive the analytical solution in Eq.(29), all parameters need to be independent of
each other. To illustrate this, we give a simple counter example which only includes two
parameters E2 = {ε, ε
2}. The starting two autonomous differential equations are
dZ if(z, E2)
dε
= gi1(Z), (33)
dZ if(z, E2)
dε2
= gi2(Z). (34)
For a differential 1-form γ(z) which isn’t explicitly dependent on E2 in old coordinates, the
two equations induce two differential equations like
∂Γi
∂(ε2)
(Z, E2) =−g
k
2 (Z)
[
∂Γi
∂Zk
(Z, E2)−
∂Γk
∂Z i
(Z, E2)
]
−
∂
∂Z i
[
gk2 (Z) Γk (Z, E2)
]
. (35)
Based on Γ(Z, 0) = γ(Z), by taking the limit as E2 = {0, 0} in Eq.(35), it’s derived that
lim
E2→0
∂Γi
∂(ε2)
(Z,E2) = −g
k
2 (Z)
[
∂γi
∂Zk
(Z)−
∂γk
∂Z i
(Z)
]
−
∂
∂Z i
[
gk2 (Z) γk (Z)
]
. (36)
It should be noted here that
(
∂
∂ε
∂
∂ε
)
Γi (Z, E2) 6=
(
∂
∂(ε2)
)
Γi (Z, E2).
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On the other hand, for a 1-form with the expression
Γ′ =
[
exp
(
−εLg1 − ε
2Lg2
)
γ
]
(Z) , (37)
it’s derived that
lim
E2→{0,0}
∂Γ′
∂ (ε2)
(Z, E2) =
1
2
[
(Lg1)
2γ
]
(Z)− (Lg2γ) (Z) , (38)
which is obviously different from Eq.(36), which doesn’t depend on g1. Therefore, Eq.(37)
is not the solution of Eq.(36).
IV. A NEW METHOD WITH A GIVEN FORMAL ANALYTICAL
FORMULA FOR THE NEW 1-FORM
The procedure of the Lie transform method given in Sec.(III) is as follows. The coordi-
nate transform is first derived from the differential dynamical equations given by Eq.(32).
Then, the analytical solution of the new 1-form is derived from the pullback-transform
equation Eq.(21), with the result given by Eq.(32). The character of Eq.(32) is that all
elements included by the parameter vector En in the exponential formula exp (−En · Lg) γ
are independent of each other. This character limits its application, as Sec.(V) reveals. For
realistic physical problems, the elements included by E in the operator exp (−E · Lg) usually
need to include the products between the basic elements like {ε1, ε2, ε1ε2}. This situation is
contradict with Eq.(32). It’s necessary to generalize this formalism to a more flexible one.
A. Generalizing the formal formula of the new 1-form
Here, we presents a generalized version of the muli-parameter LPTP given in Sec.(III).
Assuming a differential 1-form γ(z, En) given by Eq.(30), this new method is enlightened by
the one given in Sec.(III) that it formally assumes a solution of the pullback transform of
γ(z, En) like
Γm1···mn (Z, En) =[exp (−E · Lg) γm1···mn ](Z)
+dSm1···mn(Z), (39)
with
Γ(Z, En) = ε
m1
1 · · · ε
mn
n Γm1···mn(Z, En). (40)
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The difference between Eq.(39) and Eq.(31) is that in Eq.(39), the elements in E included by
the exponential can be any combination of elements in En = {ε1, · · · , εn}, e.g, (ε1, ε
2
1, ε1ε2).
So if we also define a group of partial autonomous differential equations like Eq.(19) with
the independent variable of each equation being one of the elements in the basic parameters
set En = {ε1, · · · , εn}, it can be concluded that these equations can not lead to a solution
of Γ = [exp (−E · Lg) γ] (Z) + dS (Z), where E includes non-independent parameters as its
elements.
B. Deriving the new 1-form by solving E and g
In the exponential formula in Eq.(39), E and g are just formally given. For the appli-
cation of this method to the practical problems, E and g are solved based on the following
procedure.
First, it needs to formally expand the exponential formula [exp (−E · Lg) γ](Z) order by
order like
Γ(Z, En) = ε
l1
1 · · · ε
ln
n γl1···ln(Z), (41)
with lj being an integer for j ∈ {1, · · · , n} and εi ∈ En for all i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. γl1···ln(Z)
doesn’t depend on any parameter. At each order O(εl11 · · · ε
ln
n ), those terms depending on
fast variables need to be cancelled.
To cancel those perturbative terms depending on fast variables at each order, we introduce
new and appropriate εh11 · · · ε
hn
n and gh1···hn with hi being an integer for i ∈ {1, · · · , n} to
the exponential formula to get exp
(
−M− εh11 · · · ε
hn
n Lgh1···hn
)
whereM denotes the already
existed operators. The newly introduced generators generate new terms depending on fast
variables, the lowest order terms of which are designed to cancel the already existed terms
depending on fast variables at that order. This cancellation rule will be detailedly explained
in Sec.(V) by a specific example.
Therefore, the left terms depending on fast variables possess higher order than that of
those cancelled. By repeatedly introducing new generators for cancellation, the left terms
depending on fast variables included by the new 1-form possess higher and higher order, with
εh11 · ε
hn
n s and gh1···hns solved order by order. For specific Lagrangian 1-form, the complex
cancellation calculation can be summarized to be some relatively easy rules. For example, the
lowest-order cancellation rule for the Lagrangian 1-form determining the motion of charged
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particles immersed in strong magnetic field is summarized in Subsec.(VB). By cancelling
out those terms depending on fast variables, the eventual 1-form independent of the fast
variables on the new coordinate frame is derived.
C. Solving the coordinate transform
But it still needs to solve the coordinate transform between the old and the new co-
ordinates. The up procedure doesn’t lead to Eqs.(19) and (20) anymore. The equation
associating the coordinate transform with the new and the old differential 1-form together
is the pullback-transform formula given by Eq.(21).
In Eq.(21), Zb (Z, En) can be expanded based on basic parameter set En = {ε1, · · · , εn}.
The expansion of Zb is
Z ib(Z, En) = Z
µ + Z i∗b (Z, En), (42)
and
Z i∗b (Z, En) = ε
m1
1 · · · ε
mn
n Z
i
b,m1···mn(Z), (43)
with mj ≥ 0 for j ∈ {1, · · · , n} and the case of all mjs equaling zero deleted. The formal
formula of γ(Zb(Z, En), En) can be written as Eq.(30). Here, z ≡ Zb(Z, En) is applied.
Based on Eq.(42), each γm1···mn (Zb (Z, En)) can be expanded to be
γm1···mn (Zb (Z, En))
=
(Z∗b(Z, En))
k
k!
:
(
∂
∂Z
)k
γm1···mn (Z) , (44)
where symbol : means the inner product between two tensors and k ≥ 0. Assuming we
already derived the new 1-form in Subsec.(IVB), its ith component is Γi (Z, En) and can be
expanded as
Γi(Z, En) = ε
m1
1 · · · ε
mn
n Γi,m1···mn(Z). (45)
Substituting Eqs.(43,44,45) back into Eq.(21) and separating the total equation into sub-
equations by the order of the elements in basic parameter set En, all Z
µ
b,m1m2···mn
(Z)s can be
solved order by order.
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V. APPLYING THE NEW MULTI-PARAMETER LIE TRANSFORM
METHOD TO DERIVE THE ELECTROSTATIC GYROKINETIC MODEL
A. The simple introduction of the Lagrangian differential 1-form
To show how to apply this new multi-parameter Lie transform method, we take the exam-
ple of reducing gyroangle as the fast variable from the Lagrangian differential 1-form, which
determines the motion of charged particle in a strong magnetic field with the presentation
of the electrostatic perturbation as the mean field. The 1-form is
γ = A (x) · dx+ εv · dx−
(
ε
v2
2
+ φ (x, t)
)
dt. (46)
The test particle is chosen from a thermal equilibrium plasma ensemble, e.g., the thermal
equilibrium plasma in tokamak. Therefore, A,v,x, t,B, µ, φ can be normalized by A0 =
B0L0, vt, L0, L0/vt, B0, mv
2
t /B0, B0L0vt, respectively. B0, L0 are characteristic amplitude and
spatial length of magnetic field, respectively. vt is the thermal velocity of particle ensemble
the test particle belongs to. And ε ≡ ρ
L0
, ρ ≡ mvt
B0q
.
The velocity can be written in cylindrical coordinates, by transforming (x,v) to (x, u1, µ1, θ),
where u1 is parallel velocity and µ1 is magnetic moment. u1 = v · b and µ1 = v
2
⊥/2B(x),
and v̂⊥ = (e1 sin θ + e2 cos θ). (e1, e2,b) are orthogonal mutually and b is the unit vector
of the equilibrium magnetic field. After this transformation, γ becomes
γ =
(
A (x) + εu1b+ ε
√
2B(x)µ1v̂⊥
)
· dx−
[
ε
(
u21
2
+ µ1B(x)
)
+ φ (x, t)
]
dt (47)
which can be separated into three parts recorded as
γ0 = A (x) · dx, (48)
γ1 = ε
(
u1b+
√
2B(x)µ1v̂⊥
)
· dx− ε
(
u21
2
+ µ1B(x)
)
dt, (49)
γσ = −φ (x, t) dt. (50)
θ is a fast variable and the term depending on θ in Eq.(49) is of order O(ε). The θ-
dependent term ε
√
2µ1B(x)v̂⊥ ·dx can be treated as the perturbation and θ can be reduced
from the dynamical system up to some order by a coordinate transform as explained by the
following content.
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The scale of each quantity included in Eq.(46) needs to be explained. In plasma, due to
the fact that charged particle can nearly migrate freely in the environment with collective
interactions, the magnitude of the potential energy the particles feel must be much smaller
than that of its kinetic energy. We define the order of the amplitude of φ as O(εσ) based on
the basic parameter ε. The order of the kinetic energy as Eq.(46) shows is O(ε). Therefore,
it’s plausible to assume the following range for σ
2 > σ > 1. (51)
In Ref.(16), σ is chosen to equal 2. The other quantity needed to mention is the characteristic
length scale of the electrostatic potential. Its order is recorded as O(ε−β). The case of
0 < β < 1 is used in the drift kinetic theory19, while the case of β ≈ 1, as the focus of our
study, is for the gyrokinetic theory.
B. The lowest-order cancellation rule
Sec.(IV) introduces the general way to reduce the fast variables from the dynamical
system. This subsection lists the specific rules for the introduction of new generators into
the exponential formula to cancel the θ-dependent terms order by order. According to the
mathematical structure of γ given in Eq.(46), there are several terms independent of θ in the
Lagrangian 1-form in Eq.(46). Under the new coordinates, these θ-independent terms are
combined as Υ ≡ A · dX+Γ1X‖ · dX+Γ1tdt, with Γ1X‖ = εUb,Γ1t = ε(
U2
2
+µB(X)). They
are slowly varying terms. The cancellation rule is to introduce new generators, which depend
on the gyrophase. The lowest order terms, depending on the gyrophase and generated by the
action of the new generators upon those slow-varying terms, are used to cancel the already
existing lowest-order θ-dependent terms. According to the results of Lie derivative listed in
the appendix, the specific rules are listed below.
(1). Assuming that [ΓonX]⊥ · dX is a 1-form only including X component and [ΓonX]⊥
is a θ-dependent term perpendicular to the unit vector of magnetic field b, and its order is
O(εn) as the subscript n indicates, we introduce a generator field gXn perpendicular to b,
to the exponential operator to get exp(−εnLgXn +M)Υ. M in the exponential denotes the
already existing generators.
The introduction of gXn produces a linear term N
X
n = ε
ngXn × B (X) · dX. This term
possesses the lowest order among all the generated terms and is used to cancel [ΓonX]⊥.
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However, there may also exist other terms possessing the order O(εn) in the X component
and perpendicular to b, as the result of composite action of several existing generators.
These terms also take part in the cancellation, as shown in Eq.(63).
(2). Assuming that [ΓonX]‖ · dX is a differential 1-form and [ΓonX]‖ is a θ-dependent term
parallel to b, and its order is O(εn) as the subscript n indicates, we introduce a generator
gUn−1 to the exponential operator to get exp(−ε
n−1LgUn−1 + · · · )Υ, of which the lowest-order
terms generated is a linear term set
NUn = −ε
n−1LgUn−1Υ = −ε
ngUn−1∂UΓ1X‖ · dX− ε
ngUn−1∂UΓ1tdt+ dS, (52)
The first term in NUn is used to cancel [Γon,X]‖. The second term is cancelled based on the
following point.
(3). Assuming that Γontdt is a differential 1-form only including t component and it’s a
θ-dependent term with the order of O(εn), we introduce a generator gµn−1 to the exponential
operator to form exp(−εn−1Lgµn−1 + · · · ) (Γ1tdt), of which the lowest-order terms generated
are written as
Nµn = −ε
n−1Lgµn−1 (Γ1tdt) = −ε
ngµn−1∂µγ1tdt+ dS. (53)
This term is used to cancel Γont.
Based on points (1), (2), (3), all linear terms inNUn ,N
µ
n are completely cancelled. The left
θ-dependent terms in the expansion are of order higher than O(εn). By repeatedly carrying
out the lowest-order cancellation, the order of left θ-dependent terms become higher and
higher.
C. Reduce the gyrophase from Eq.(46) up to the order O(εσ), as the
approximation linear to the amplitude of the wave
1. Cancelling θ-dependent terms possessing the order O(ε)
According to the multi-parameter Lie transform method, the formal formula of the new
1-form on new coordinate can be written as Γ = exp (−E · Lg) γ (Z) where E and g need to
be solved through reducing θ from Γ up to some order.
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Among the expansion, the terms independent of the generators are given as follows
M0 =
(
A (X) + εUb+ ε
√
2B(X)µv̂⊥
)
· dX
−
[
ε
(
U2
2
+ µB(X)
)
+ φ(X, t)
]
dt. (54)
Term ε
√
2B(X)µv̂⊥ · dX depends on θ and needs to be cancelled. According to the lowest
order cancellation rule, a generator gX1 possessing the order O(ε) needs to be introduced to
the exponential as exp(−εLgX
1
)γ(Z). The lowest order term it generates is
NX1 = εg
X
1 ×B (X) · dX, (55)
which is used to cancel ε
√
2B(X)µv̂⊥ · dX. g
X
1 is derived as
gX1 = −ρ0 ≡ −
√
2µ
B (X)
(−e1 cos θ + e2 sin θ) . (56)
Eventually, it’s derived that
Γ1 = εUb · dX. (57)
2. Cancelling θ-dependent terms possessing the order O(εσ)
By expanding exp(−εLgX
1
)γ(Z), gX1 generates a series of terms
1
n!
(
−εL
gX
1
)n
σ
(γσtdt) =
−(−εgX1 ·∇σ)
n
φ(X,t)dt
n!
for n = 1, 2, 3, · · · . The operator
(
LgX
1
)
σ
is defined to take action as
gX1 · ∇σ with ∇σ acting upon φ(X, t). The order of each term is O(ε
σ), since ∇σ provides
a factor of order O(ε−1). The term with n = 1 is εgX1 · ∇φ (X, t) dt, which depends on
θ. According to the lowest-order cancellation rule, it needs to introduce a generator gµσ−1
and the associated parameter εσ−1 to get the exponential exp
(
−εLgX
1
− εσ−1Lgµσ
)
γ (Z).
Nµσ = −ε
σLgµσ−1 (γ1tdt) is the lowest-order term in the t component generated by g
µ
σ−1 and
is used to cancel εgX1 · ∇φ (X, t) dt with the cancellation equation being
−εL
gX
1
(γσtdt)− ε
σLgµσ−1
(γ1tdt)
= εgX1 · ∇φdt+ ε
σgµσ−1B (X) = 0. (58)
The solution of gµσ−1 provided by Eq.(58) is
εσ−1gµσ−1 = −
gX1 · ∇φ(X, t)
B (X)
. (59)
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The expanding of exp
(
−εLgX
1
− εσ−1Lgµσ
)
γ (Z) includes other θ-dependent terms pos-
sessing the order O(εσ). Based on Eq.(58), some of these terms can be paired to form the
following equality for an arbitrary positive n
1
n!
(
−εL
gX
1
)n
σ
(γσtdt) +
1
n!
(
−εL
gX
1
)n−1
σ
(
−εσLgµσ−1
)
(γ1tdt) = 0. (60)
To make sure that the order of these terms in Eq.(60) is O(εσ), all ∇σs act upon φ(X, t).
Take the following simple example as an illustration(
L
gX
1
)
σ
(
εσ−1Lgµσ−1
)
(γ1tdt) =
(
L
gX
1
)
σ
(
gX1 · ∇σ
)
φ(X, t)dt
=
(
gX1 · ∇σ
)2
φ(X, t)dt. (61)
The term 1
n!
(
−εL
gX
1
)n−1
σ
(γσtdt) for any even positive integer n in Eq.(60) includes the
so called Finite Larmor Radius (FLR) terms, which are contained by the orbit equation in
the conventional gyrokinetic model. However, these terms are perfectly cancelled in this
new method.
The remaining θ-dependent terms possessing the order O(εσ) and contained by the ex-
panding of exp
(
−εLgX
1
− εσ−1Lgµσ
)
γ (Z) are summed below
SUM · dX ≡
∑
n=1
 (−1)nεn−1εσn! (Ln−1gX1 )σLgµσ−1 (γ1X⊥ · dX)
+ (−1)
n+1εn−1εσ
(n+1)!
(
Ln−1
gX
1
)
σ
L
gµσ−1
L
gX
1
(A · dX)

=
∑
n=1
−1
n!
(n+ 2) εσ
n+ 1
(
−εL
gX
1
)n−1
σ
Lgµσ−1
(γ1X⊥ · dX), (62)
based on the equality O(ρ0 · ∇σ) = O(1). In the second equality of Eq.(62), the identity
εLgX
1
(A · dX) = −γ1X⊥ · dX is used with γ1X⊥ given by Eq.(49).
The sum given by Eq.(62) only includes X components and possesses the order O(εσ).
It can be proved that Eq.(62) only includes X component perpendicular to b. First, the
rule of the operator
(
LgX
1
)
σ
(V(Z) · dX) in Eq.(62) is −gX1 ×∇⊥×V(Z) · dX for any vector
function V(X). The vector generated by ∇σ is perpendicular to b. Second, in Eq.(62),
the differential 1-form gµσ−1∂µγ1X⊥ · dX generated by Lgµσ−1 (γ1X⊥ · dX) only includes the
perpendicular X component. Third, gX1 is perpendicular to b. Based on the three facts,(
LgX
1
)
σ
(
gµσ−1∂µγ1X⊥ · dX
)
forms a cross products between vectors like ⊥×⊥×⊥ · dX, the
result of which is also a 1-form only including the perpendicular X component. Therefore,
all
(
LgX
1
)
σ
s in Eq.(62) act upon a perpendicular vector, resulting in an perpendicular X
component, eventually.
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To cancel the sum in Eq.(62), according to the lowest-order cancellation rule, it only needs
to introduce a generator gXσ perpendicular to b and the associated parameter ε
σ to form the
exponential exp
(
−εLgX
1
− εσ−1Lgµσ−1 − ε
σLgXσ
)
γ (Z). The lowest order terms generated by
gXσ possess the order O(ε
σ) and are all used to cancel the sum given by Eq.(62) with the
cancellation equation being
SUM · dX+
∑
n=1
1
n!
(
−εLgX
1
)n−1
σ
(
−εσLgXσ
)
(A · dX) = 0. (63)
According to the analysis in the previous paragraph, the second term in Eq.(63) produces
only a perpendicular X component. So the solution gXσ in Eq.(63) always exists.
So far, all the θ-dependent terms possessing the order O(εσ) are all cancelled. The
introduced three generators are independent of φ(X, t) or linear to φ(X, t). We only carry
out the cancellation of θ-dependent terms to the order O(εσ), as the approximation linear
to the amplitude of the perturbative wave. If the cancellation continues, the generators
become nonlinear to φ(X, t), as a result of which, the Poisson equation becomes nonlinear
to φ(X, t), causing the difficulty to solve it. Eventually, Γσ is derived as
Γσ = −φ(X, t)dt+ dS. (64)
3. The orbit equations approximated up to the order O(εσ)
In this paper, terms possessing order equaling or higher than O(ε2) are ignored, so that
O(ε2)-order terms like ε
2
2
L2
gX
1
(A · dX) and εLgX
1
(γ1) (Z) are gotten rid of. By combining the
remaining terms in M0, Γ1 and Γσ, the eventual Γ independent of θ up to the order O(ε
σ)
is
Γ = (A (X) + εUb) · dX−
[
ε
(
U2
2
+ µB(X)
)
+ φ(X, t)
]
dt. (65)
An obvious difference from the conventional gyrokinetic theory is that FLR terms don’t
exist in the new differential 1-form. By imposing the variational principle on the 1-form,
the orbit equations can be derived as
.
X=
UB∗ − b×∇ (εµB (X) + φ(X, t))
b ·B∗
, (66)
U˙ =
B∗ · ∇ (εµB (X) + φ(X, t))
εb ·B∗
, (67)
with B∗ (X) = B (X) + εU∇× b.
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D. The new electrostatic gyrokinetic model derived by this new method.
The coordinate transform happens between the original coordinate z ≡ (x, µ1, u1, θ1) and
the gyrocenter coordinate Z ≡ (X, µ, U, θ). According to Sec.(IVC), the approximation of
the coordinate transform can be derived as
x = X− εgX1 (Z), (68a)
µ1 = µ− ε
σ−1gµσ−1(Z), (68b)
u1 = U, (68c)
θ1 = θ (68d)
gXσ is ignored in the X coordinate, since this part contributes a higher order part to the
transform of the distribution function.
Then, the units of all physical quantities are recovered. By doing so, the orbit equations
with units are
.
X=
UB∗ − b×∇ (µB (X) + φ(X, t))
b ·B∗
, (69)
U˙ =
B∗ · ∇ (µB (X) + qφ(X, t))
mb ·B∗
, (70)
withB∗ = B+mU
q
∇×b. The two formulas for ρ0 and g
µ
σ−1 are ρ0 =
1
q
√
2mµ
B(X)
(−e1 cos θ + e2 sin θ)
and
εσ−1gµσ−1 =
q (ρ0 · ∇)φ(X, t)
B (X)
. (71)
Here, the electrostatic potential φ(X, t) is the potential at the position X.
For a plasma containing more than one species particles, the Vlasov equation is(
∂
∂t
+
dX
dt
· ∇+
d
dU
∂
∂U
)
Fs (Z, t) = 0. (72)
The distribution function Fs (Z, t) is on gyrocenter coordinates and subscript s denotes
the species. The distribution function on particle coordinate is derived by the following
transformation
fs (z, t) =
∫
Fs (Z, t) δ (x−X− ρ0(Z)) δ
(
µ1 − µ+ ε
σ−1gµσ−1
)
δ (u1 − U) δ (θ1 − θ) d
3XdµdUdθ.
(73)
The distribution F (Z, t) can be decomposed as an equilibrium Maxwellian distribution and
a perturbative one
Fs (Z, t) = Fs0 (Z) + Fs1 (Z, t) . (74)
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The equilibrium Maxwellian distribution function is
Fs0 (Z) ≡ ns0 (X)
(
ms
2πTs (X)
)3/2
exp
(
−msU
2 − µB (X)
2Ts (X)
)
. (75)
Then, expanding the integral in Eq.(73) and ignoring high order terms, the distribution
function on particle coordinates can be linearly approximated as
fs (z, t) =Fs0(z)−
qs
TsB(x)
(exp (−ρ0 (z) · ∇σ)− 1)φ (x, t)Fs0 (z)
+Fs1 (x− ρ0 (z) , µ1, u1, θ1, t) . (76)
This approximation is linear to the amplitude of the perturbative wave. To get Eq.(76), the
following formula is used
−Fs0(z) +
∫
Fs0 (Z) δ (x−X− ρ0(z)) δ
(
µ1 − µ+ ε
σ−1gµσ−1(z)
)
δ (u1 − U) δ (θ1 − θ) d
3XdµdUdθ
=−Fs0(z) + Fs0
(
x− ρ0(z), µ1 + ε
σ−1gµσ−1(z), u1, θ1
)
≈
∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
[
(−ρ0 (z) · ∇σ)
nεσ−1gµσ−1
]
∂µFs0 (z)
=
−qs
TsB (x)
∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
[
(−ρ0 (z) · ∇σ)
n+1φ (z, t)
]
Fs0 (z)
=
−qs
TsB (x)
[exp (−ρ0 (z) · ∇)− 1]φ (z, t)Fs0 (z) (77)
Here, the order produced by ρ0 · ∇σ is O(1). The density is obtained by integrating f(z, t)
out of the velocity space
ns (x, t) =ns0(x)−
qs
Ts
[〈φ (x + ρ0 (z) , t)〉 − ns0φ (x, t)]
+
∫
Fs1 (x− ρ0 (z) , µ1, u1, θ1, t)
B (x)
ms
du1dµ1dθ1, (78)
with the definition
〈φ (x+ ρ0 (z) , t)〉 ≡
∫
exp (−ρ0 (z) · ∇σ)φ (x, t)Fs0 (z)
1
ms
du1dµ1dθ1. (79)
Here, B(x)
ms
is the Jacobian determinant between the rectangular coordinates and z, while the
Jacobian determinant between z and Z is approximated to equal one. The Poisson equation
becomes
−∇2φ (x, t) =
1
ǫ
∑
s
qs
 − qsTs [〈φ (x+ ρ0 (z) , t)〉 − ns0φ (x, t)]
+
∫
Fs1 (x− ρ0 (z) , µ1, u1, θ1, t)
B(x)
ms
du1dµ1dθ1
. (80)
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And the equation for the quasi-neutral condition is
∑
s
qs
 − qsTs [〈φ (x+ ρ0 (z) , t)〉 − ns0φ (x, t)]
+
∫
Fs1 (x− ρ0 (z) , µ1, u1, θ1, t)
B(x)
ms
du1dµ1dθ1
 (81)
We consider a simple plasma which only includes proton and electron. The distribution
of electron uses the adiabatic one. Then, the quasi-neutral equation becomes
−
e
Ti
[〈φ (x+ ρ0 (z) , t)〉 − n0 (x)φ (x, t)] + ni1 −
en0 (x)
Te
φ (x, t) = 0 (82)
with the density ni1 defined as follows
ni1 ≡
∫
Fs1 (x− ρ0 (z) , µ1, u1, θ1, t)
B (x)
ms
du1dµ1dθ1. (83)
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
A. The summary
In this paper, enlightened by the single-parameter LTPT in Ref.(9), we developed a multi-
parameter LTPT in Sec.(IV). Although the original paper generalizes the single-parameter
LTPT to the high order case, that method can only adapt to the simple perturbations with
only one perturbative parameter. For complex perturbations, the formal analytical formula
of 1-form can’t be given exactly like Γ = TnTn−1 · · ·T2T1γ(Z) + dS as Cary and Littlejohn
did, since in those problems we can’t know order sequence like (ε, ε2, ε3, · · · ) in advance.
So we need a more general formula of the new 1-form which formally provides a versatile
parameter sequence.
The advantage of this new method is proved by using it to derive the gyrokinetic model
with the presentation of electrostatic perturbations which possess the multi-scale character.
It’s found that the new gyrokinetic model is different from the conventional one, since all the
FLR terms contained by the orbit equations are cancelled in the new model. The essential
difference is that the conventional gyrokinetic model adopts a formal formula of the new
differential 1-form like Γ = exp (−Lg2) exp (−Lg1) γ (Z), where g2 and g1 are responsible for
gyrocenter and guiding-center transform, respectively, while the new model adopts a formal
formula Γ = exp (−E · Lg) γ (Z). The detailed comparison between the two models will be
given in the future work.
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B. Discussion about another transform method
At last, we would like to present a simple discussion about another transform method
which is sometimes adopted. This method starts with the coordinate transform formula
z = exp
(
−E · gk (Z) ∂Zk
)
Z, (84)
where E is a parameter vector and g is a generator vector. gk denotes the kth component of
all elements contained by g. The elements in E can include any combination of the elements
in the basic parameters set En. E and g still need to be solved order by order.
The pullback transform of the differential 1-form induced by the coordinate transform of
Eq.(84) is given by Eq.(21). It’s hard to get an analytical solution of Γ from Eq.(21) with
the exponential coordinate transform in Eq.(84). Therefore, the solution of Γ is derived by
Taylor expanding of Eq.(21) order by order based on the basic parameter set. What we are
mostly concerned with is the new Lagrangian differential 1-form. The procedure to reduce
the gyroangle based on this method shows that it’s much more complex than the one in the
text. Therefore, it’s probably not appropriate for the practical applications.
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Appendix A: The results of the Lie derivative on γ given by Eq.(47)
Several basic results of the Lie derivative of the Lagrangian 1-form given by Eq.(47) are
listed below.
LgX (γ0) = −g
X ×B (X) · dX+ dS (A1a)
LgX (γ1) = −g
X ×∇× γ1X · dX+ g
X · ∇γ1tdt+ dS (A1b)
LgX (γσ) = −g
X · ∇φ (X, t) dt+ dS (A1c)
Lgµ (γ) = g
µ (∂µγ1X⊥ · dX− B (X) dt) + dS (A1d)
LgU (γ) = g
U
(
∂Uγ1X‖ · dX− Udt
)
+ dS (A1e)
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